Our Mission: To create a campus community environment that promotes healthy and safe behaviors among faculty, students, and community organizations

AGENDA

Today's Meeting Objective: discuss connections between high risk drinking, mental health and hazing

I. Welcome/Sign-In

II. Trending Articles:
   - Alcohol, the Ugly Punch of College Depression
   - 10 Students Charged with Hazing

III. Alcohol & Mental Health
     See slides. Rebecca Caldwell & Shalon Howard

IV. Alcohol & Hazing
     See slides. Jarod Holt

V. Key Updates
   SAPE, SAVIP, OSC, USCPD, workgroups
   Non-campus Community Safety Committee: meeting with multiple law enforcement jurisdictions.
   CPD conducted knock & talks in neighborhoods and distributed coasters/flyers/keychains in 5 Points. Cayce PD reports more intoxicated students crossing Blossom Street bridge.
   SAPE: 89% completion for Alcohol Edu, high hopes for fewer calls and emails related to registration holds. Planning exhibit for Tunnel of Awareness showcasing the experiences of non-drinkers at Carolina.
   OSC/SAVIP/STIR: business is booming!

VI. Other business & announcements